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NEW CENTRE ADDRESS

The Ottawa Centre's official address is once again a 
P.O. box. The old address of NRC will still be effective 
for a while for those people who aren't aware of the new 
address. All correspondence with the Centre should 
therefore be directed to the following address:

Ottawa Centre R.A.S.C.
P.O . Box 6617
Postal Station J
Ottawa, Ontario K2A 3Y7

By the way, any change of address notices concerning 
Astronotes should be directed to Frank Roy.

* * * *

MEMBERSHIP FEES Brian Burke

Membership fees for the coming year are due on October 
1. Payment may be made at the October Observer's Group 
meeting. If you will not be attending this meeting then 
please mail your payment to the Centre address (above). 
Members receiving this issue of Astronotes in the mail will 
find an application/renewal form inserted. Please note 
that fees have increased over last year. The new fees are:

youth (under 18 years): $15.00 
regular (adult): $25.00 
life (till death): $500.00
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OBSERVER'S GROUP MEETING - JUNE 6 Daniel Rollin

Chairman Doug George opened the meeting at 8:10 pm 
with 60 people in attendance, of whom 17 were non-members. 
Doug announced some of the many activities planned for this 
summer. Most important is the replacement of the Sunday 
Novice Workshop by a Novice Starnight to be held on June 13 
(or 14 if cloudy) at IRO. Other coming starnights are 
planned for:

June 14 (or 15): June Lyrids at IRO
July 11 (or 12): public starnight at Vincent Massey

Park
August 9/10/11: Perseids weekend at IRO.
Doug George introduced tonight’s guest speaker, Leo 

Enright from the Kingston Centre.
As an introduction, Leo lauded the benefits of 

exchanges between Centres. He invited Ottawa members to 
come to Kingston bringing with them their latest slides. 
Then Leo gave a very interesting presentation on the 
Holleford Meteor Crater, which is located only a short 
drive from Kingston. Numerous photographs of the site were 
shown. Members interested in visiting the site should 
contact Leo or other officers of the Kingston Centre (note 
that some of the points of interest are located on private 
land). Finally, Leo talked about the latest activities of 
the Kingston Centre, including the unveiling of a plaque 
commemorating Canada’s first observatory, and showed his 
own successful attempts at using Fuji P1600D.

Rob Newton showed the results of comparative tests on 
Fuji P1600D and Fuji 400D. Rob qualified the P1600D as 
"very poor". Rob also showed his setup which is designed 
to fight a nearby source of light pollution as well as to 
shield his tripod from the wind. He ended his presentation 
by advertising great bargains on used eyepieces.

Rolf Meier showed his complete astrophotographic setup 
which features a very small oscillator with slow/fast 
controls. The whole thing goes into a neat carrying case.

The author showed slides of Halley’s Comet taken from 
the Ottawa area in March, and from Florida in early April.

Paul Comision showed how to create an equatorial mount 
using two tripod heads.

Simon Tsang, back from a trip to South America, showed 
pictures of the Cerro Tololo Observatory, of his own setup, 
and a few previews of Halley’s Comet. He also showed 
pictures of a bizarre phenomenon which he witnessed from 
IRO - two huge expanding nebular-like objects in
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Sagittarius. The phenomenon lasted a few minutes only. 
Simon suggested that it was due to a meteor exploding in 
the upper layer of the atmosphere.

Frank Roy showed two pictures of Halley’s Comet taken 
on Fuji P1600D. Again the quality of that film was deemed 
poor. An interesting debate followed then among the 
participants who have tried this film. It appears that the 
Kingston Centre members have had good results with this 
film, according to Leo Enright. Oddly enough, some of the 
Ottawa members had their film processed in a Kingston lab!

The author wishes to correct here for a major omission 
in the May meeting records - using IRORI, Frank was, on 
April 29, the first amateur radio astronomer to detect a 
quasar (3C298). Congratulations, Frank!

Rob McCallum talked about meteor observation. In 
summertime the sporadic rate reaches 10 to 15 per hour.

Kyle Nunas proclaimed the end of the Planet Race; 
results should be mailed to him. He also promoted the idea 
of observing partnership.

Finally, Doug George announced that a Telrad finder 
has been installed on the IRO 10-inch telescope. He also 
advertised the RASC Ottawa Centre T-shirts.

The meeting ended at 10:40 pm.

* * *

OBSERVER'S GROUP MEETING - JULY 4 Daniel Rollin

Chairman Doug George opened the meeting at 8:15 pm, 
with 60 people in attendance, of whom 9 were non-members. 
There were some announcements: a star party is being
planned for a Gracefield summer camp, and members 
interested in participating are asked to contact Sandra 
Ferguson. Due to Stellafane, the next meeting will be on 
the second Friday of August. There are still a few items 
on sale: a planisphere, a slide set, and 6 Observer’s
Manuals. And Rolf Meier has produced a mini-Astronotes 
which is available to all.

Rob McCallum proceeded with the presentation of an 
award to Frank Roy, for the best radio astronomy display at 
the Winnipeg RASC General Assembly.

Paul Comision talked about the most interesting deep 
sky objects visible through small telescopes during the 
summer. He showed astrophotographs of the most spectacular 
of these objects.

Doug George showed slides duplicated from prints made
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Fuji HR1600 film, Doug had already presented these superb 
prints back in March. He also showed slides from his trip 
to Expo 86, with particular attention to the USSR Space 
display.

Kyle Nunas presented the results of his first attempt 
at astrophotography, using a piggyback camera. He had 
pictures of Halley's Comet, some of the major 
constellations, and of trailing stars around Polaris. Kyle 
also gave Planet Race certificates to Doug George and to 
the winner, Chris Stathan.

Simon Tsang delected the audience with his 
breathtaking pictures of the Southern Milky Way, including 
Halley's Comet of course. He also showed pictures of the 
Cerro Tololo observatory.

Max Stuart reminded everybody of the equipment 
exchange program. He also showed the portable yet sturdy 
mount he built for Paul Comision's 6-inch refractor.

Pierre Deguire showed the photographs of Halley's 
Comet he took in April from the islands of Turk and Caicos 
in the West Indies.

Frank Roy talked about the Perseids. He is setting up 
a meteor session for August 9 and 10 at IRO.

Derek MacLeod showed pictures he took while trying the 
Agfa 1000 film. His setup was a piggyback camera. The 
results were in fact quite good and Derek concluded that 
this film can be favourably rated among the fast emulsions 
which recently appeared on the market.

Doug George concluded the meeting by mentioning some 
of the spectacular events which will be taking place this 
summer - closest approach of Mars since 1971; Antares 
occulted by the moon; Jupiter and Saturn in very good 
observing positions. The meeting ended at 9:55.

* * *

JUNE BOOTIDS OBSERVED Frank Roy

The June Bootids are at best a minor shower. In fact, 
they are not even listed in the Observer's Handbook under 
"A Selection of Minor Meteor Showers" by Peter Hillman. 
According to Cook's list, the June Bootids have their 
maximum on June 28, and 1950.0 coordinates of 14 h 32 m, 
+49°, and a velocity of 13.9 km/sec. I observed this 
shower from IRO on June 28/29 and June 30/July 1 1986.
Both nights had limiting magnitudes of about 6.5 visual. 
On both nights the meteors were plotted using the NRC's
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Meteor Plotting Map No. 3. This shower was well placed for 
observation, as the radiant transits at about midnight 
local time. Only 2 June Bootids were seen on June 28/29 
from 22:45 to 00:50 EOT (1 hour and 55 minutes of 
observing). But 22 Bootids were seen on June 30/July 1 
from 23:00 to 00:35 EDT (1 hour and 35 minutes of 
observing). This results in an hourly rate of 14. In 
addition, 9 sporadics and 7 Perseids were seen on June 
30/July 1. It must be noted that meteor swarms are more or 
less evenly distributed in their orbit. But this does not 
preclude lumps in the stream, and by consequence enhanced 
meteor activity can be expected on occasion, as in the case 
of the June Bootids. This "dumpiness" is the reason why 
meteor rates vary from year to year. Older streams tend to 
have more regular rates as the swarm is more evenly 
distributed in the orbit.

Alister Ling of Montreal was observing in Southern 
Ontario on June 30/July 1 and reports a "high" rate from 
the June Bootids, thus confirming my observations.

If one is serious about meteor observing, it is 
important to keep records of the session, including sky 
conditions, location, and weather. Also, observing on 
non-shower nights helps to keep track of the minor showers.

* * *

1986 ANNUAL DINNER MEETING Rob McCallum

This year’s Dinner Meeting will be held on Friday, 
November 14, 1986. We shall be returning to Algonquin
College for the third year running, as this location 
continues to offer a fine meal at very reasonable prices. 
Further information will be mailed to all members in 
October and also will be published in the October issue of 
Astronotes.

I’ve looked after organizing the dinner the last few 
years and would like some help this year as more imposing 
duties are looming. Is there someone out there who would 
like to volunteer to assist? Newer members might be 
interested, as it would give you a chance to meet lots of 
members in a short period of time. Call me at 225-3167 
(evenings) if you would like to help.

* * *

WANTED: eyepieces 4-9mm, finderscope; Rolf Meier, 820-5784.
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51st STELLAFANE MEETING Rolf Meier

As usual, this year’s Stellafane telescope maker’s 
convention was attended by a good number of Ottawa Centre 
members. This was one of the wettest Stellafane meetings 
of recent years. The evening of Friday, August 1 was 
interupted by thundershowers periodically, chasing many 
people away from the tent talks. It was no fun for those 
camping. I have heard stories of tents actually floating 
away this year. For the second year, Linda and I stayed at 
Hartness House, and we also had Matthew with us. Even that 
was roughing it; the air conditioner in our room was not 
working well. It would have been really bad if it was hot. 
The Saturday at least was mostly sunny. Many Stellafane 
goers took a detour up Breezy Hill to the "garage sale with 
a view". As far as I know, Fred Lossing was the only 
Ottawa member with a display this year; the equatorial 
platform which he showed at a recent meeting. In fact, I 
saw few Canadian entries. This was evident in the awards 
presentation as well; even the speaker noted that it was 
unusual that this year the Canadians did not dominate the 
awards. The telescopes were better this year than last. 
There were many sturdy equatorial mountings. The largest 
telescope ever was at Stellafane this year; a 30-inch built 
by John Vogt, the fellow with the 24-inch fame. The 
interesting thing was that this telescope did not look 
imposingly large. It was merely a scaled-up Dobsonian, but 
very stable. If not for this telescope, a 26-inch brought 
by a Buffalo group would have been the largest telescope. 
So, the two largest telescopes ever at Stellafane were 
there this year. I decided to sell at the swap table this 
year, rather than buy. Business was not all that great, 
but at least I earned more than I spent. The highlight of 
the Saturday evening was the talk by Dr. Brian Marsden, 
director of the Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams and Minor 
Planets (the IAU Circulars). He talked about how amateurs 
could contribute to astronomy by discovering comets, novae, 
and supernovae; by doing astrometry; and by doing variable 
star estimates. The latter was particularly appropriate 
since the AAVSO Fall Meeting would be taking place later 
that week in Cambridge, Massachusetts. It was noted that 
the Saturday evening talk had to be held under the tent 
instead of outside due to the threat of rain for the first 
time in at least 16 years. The next day being Sunday, 
Stellafane was over for another year, and we returned to 
Ottawa.
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